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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. One moment here while I get a little bit deeper into the channel and get better command
over the voice. Alright. There.
This week is quite exciting and quite challenging at the same time. Essentially we have the Full
Moon which is the first of the three sacred esoteric moons. So the Full Moon of the Christ is also a
Blood Moon and marking the Feast of Passover. So we have the third of four blood moons, the next
one is coming Sukkot Feast of Tabernacles and that will be towards the end of September.

When these things are affecting everyone, what is happening is more Christed consciousness is
flooding the ethers. People are receiving a lot more white light essentially, which means positive
energy so you can do whatever you want with the positive energy.
I would say consciously direct it. I would say “I choose safety”, “I choose longevity”, “I choose
wellbeing”, “I choose prosperity” and do what you want with it. When you use the words “I choose”
you are speaking to all levels of your own higher power. When you say things like “I believe” or “I
welcome” and different phrases, or “I am” even, it is declaring more in the moment but more from
just the personality’s level of perception. You can add them together like “I choose health. I
welcome health. I am healthy.” You know, if you piece them together in that kind of a sequence,
then you’re sort of covering all of the bases. So you can play with that as well.
I see essentially the Nation of Israel affected, which is the birth of Christianity and much more
really when we look at it from a spiritual perspective, it is sort of a hub of a greater wheel that
affects many other places upon the planet. Not surprisingly there is a hub to Germany for example
and so on and so on. So there’s really an interconnected focal point there where I see all the
energy that’s been going out to the spokes, now coming back to the center or the hub and that
affects everyone on the planet most profoundly.
So the objective here is awaken the Christed energy within your own consciousness. It is encoded
in all living things.
Now we do have a Full Moon of the Christ ceremony coming up that we’ll celebrate Friday of this
week and then the Wesak Full Moon and then finally the Full Moon of Humanity. So the next three
moons are the sacred ones. I suggest that you really go deeply within and ask to be as enlightened
as you possibly can be.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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Terri Newlon is a world renowned spiritual teacher and conscious voice channel for Ascended
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She is also a gifted Health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
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